WALT: CREATE A BEAST TO
WRITE INTO OUR NON FICTION
NARRATIVE

LITERACY THIS WEEK; CREATIVE WRITING
This week you will be releasing your imaginative
juices to create a new plant or creature that you will
incorporate into your story starter by the end of the
week .
 Knowledge should be based on our science topic of
creatures habitats and cycles of life from last weeks
topic learning.
 We will work towards introducing our character in
our story starter this week.
 Start by thinking of an imaginary creature that you
can create .


LINKS TO SCIENCE: QUICK QUESTIONS TO
ASK YOURSELF













What do we know about different living things?
How man different habitats can you think of?
Name three animals and their cycle of life.
How can we use this knowledge to help create our new
and improved creature or beast?
Try and incorporate three aspects of different
creatures to create your new creature – it could be a
elephants face and body attached butterfly wings and
giraffe legs– what would be this creatures be called?
Are there any benefits?
What would this creatures habitat be?
What Cycle of life will this creature go through?

WALT: plan our imaginative creature character.
Task 1- on a large sheet of paper complete this plan
Do not forget to name your creature
Diet:
What does my
creature eat?

Predator or prey?
Will my creature be
hunted or the hunter?
How will it keep safe?
How will it catch its
prey?

Scientific facts:
Are there any life
cycle changes
specific to my
creatures life span?

Home:
Where does my
creature live?
What is its
homemade from and
why?

Draw an annotated
image of my creature
as a life cycle .

Scientific facts:
What is my creatures
life span?
How was my creature
born?
How does my creature
reproduce?

Mobility:
How does my
creature move?

Skin or covering;
What does my
creatures skin look
like/ feel like/smell like
?
Why?

Climate:
How is my creature
adapted to its
environment?

EXAMPLE OF SAFE plan our imaginative creature character.Task
1- on a large sheet of paper complete this plan
Do not forget to name your creature BELEPHAFFE
Diet:
Herbs and greenery.
The Belephaffe eats
tree tops and other
rich greens.

Home:
In forests based in
south America. Lots
of tall trees fresh
water and humid air

for food.

Skin or covering;

Predator or prey?
It doesn't hunt other
animals however is hunted
for its wings by poachers.
It protects itself with its
strong legs

Scientific facts: The
Belephaffe is a
mammal.

Mobility: slow mover who
gently walks amongst the
trees. The Belephaffe has
wings that it can use to
flutter to the high tree tops

Has thick coarse skin that
is grey and as tough as old
boots. Its legs are long and
lean. Its wings elegantly
shimmer in the moonlight.

Scientific facts:
What is my creatures life
span? 80 years
How was my creature
born? Live birth
How does my creature
reproduce? It mates with
female

Climate: Because it
lives amongst high
tree's its trunk can
stretch almost half its
height above its head
to reach for food.

EXAMPLE OF STRETCH/SUPERSTRETCH plan our imaginative
creature character.
Task 1- on a large sheet of paper complete this plan. Do not forget to name
your creature : Belephaffe (Butterfly, Elephant, Giraffe)
Diet: Belephaffe is a plant based
grazer , it favours fresh green tree
tops or juicy green bushes . It can
eat for up to 18 hours in a day to
help maintain its muscular
physique

Home: The Belephaffe lives in
wet Amazonian rainforests which are rich in plant life and
fresh greens.

Predator or prey? The Belephaffe is a calm creature,
however due to its immense size, it is often mistaken
for a raging bull. For this reason the Belephaffe is
neither predator nor prey, however believes in living
peacefully within the eco system. It often lives alone
and wonders the forests independently in search for
food without causing harm to others. It will gently
pull the leaves from trees with its strong flexible
trunk. The Belephaffes ear-wings are highly sought
after by poachers who will hunt these creatures for
their selfish needs, however one kick from their lean
legs will send you flying.

Scientific facts: The Belephaffe is born as a
small calf, it doesn't yet have its winged ears,
by 6 months the winged ears will develop and
when it has reached full adulthood (1 Years
old) the ears will have fully developed and be
almost as large as its body and fully
decorated. As this beast gets older, it slowly
shrinks (past the age of 90).

Mobility: As gentle as a lamb, this
humongous creature tickles the ground
as it walks with its lean lengthy legs. It
tip toes through the forests in search of
juicy greens; holding its divinely
decorated wings proudly on its back, in
case it needs to flutter to the high skies
in search for some high chlorophyll
sustenance.

Skin or covering; The Belephaffe has rough
hard and thick grey skin which shimmers
in the moonlight and almost looks silver. Its
skin is as rough as sandpaper . It has fine
hairs covering its legs to keep its slim legs
warm- almost like stockings. The
Belephaffe has gigantic wings attached to
its ears that are delicately decorated. Each
vein and vessel glows in the dark and is
filled with colours so vibrant that other
animals become mesmerised.
Scientific facts:This gentle giant can live
for over a centaury. It is classed as a
mammal and is born through live birth, it
will stay with its mother for 6 months to
drink milk and learn to walk, and then it
independently moves to its new home.
Although an independent creature, the
Belephaffes mate for life and will find one
life partner , once found they will live
together and reproduce one child every
5years . The gestation period for a
Belephaffe is 18 months.

Climate: As it lives amongst tall trees the
Belephaffes legs are long and lean to help it
reach the tree tops, its winged ears allow it
to eat food that others cannot reach

.

An example of how you can set this out at home .

WALT: BUILD COHESION AND LINKS BETWEEN
PARAGRAPHS. (GRAMMAR)
Paragraph linking hunt
When writing, authors use adverbial phrase to link paragraphs together so that their ideas flow
smoothly from one paragraph to another, if you spend time thinking about how to start a new
paragraph you can deliberately choose words in your first sentence that will link it directly to he
previous paragraph. This makes it clearer for the reader.
First mini task:
Look through at least 3 reading books at home. See how the authors use different adverbial phrases to
start new paragraphs. Find some examples and add them to the tables below. Try and have these
tables visible to you in your room so that when it comes to your own writing; you have an easy display
to access and help you make links in your paragraphs.

Adverbials of place

Adverbials of time

Adverbials of number

In the park...

As the sun set...

Once...

GRAMMAR TASK 1; Adverbials of Time
Below is a text about a new animal zoon, however the adverbials for time are missing. Please
read the text and add the adverbial that best fits the start of each story.
Soon
Last year
Before being seen by the public
Now
After a month
______________________, a new lion was brought to the zoo to help their dwindling number.
The lions name was Terence. He had a regal face and a mighty mane of fur- he was sure to
bring in many visitors to the zoo.
_________________________, Terrence had to be kept away from large crowds (and even
other lions) until he became familiar with his new surroundings. For a period of time, he was
kept in an enclosure of his own, which wasn’t visible to the public. The zoo keepers kept a strict
eye on him to ensure he was healthy and happy.
___________________________, he was moved to a new enclose next to the other lions in
the zoo, which was now also visible to the public. This enclosure had its own wooden platform
to climb and peruse his surroundings. He would often sit, staring longingly at the lioness on the
other side of the fence that separated their two enclosures. Frequently Terrence and the other
lioness would greet each other by the fence.
_____________________, the zookeeper thought that Terrence was ready to be introduced to
the same enclosure as the lioness. It was a nerve racking day for the two of them! Initially they
took out the female lions and let Terrence into the enclosure on his own to become familiar with
his new surroundings. Then the females entered and the meeting between Terrence and the
lioness was a huge success. They have been together ever since.
________________, Terrence is a settles and happy lion, who enjoys being in his new
enclosure with a pride to call his own.

TASK 2: ADVERBIALS OF PLACE
Below is a text about a busy street scene. However the adverbials of place are
missing. Please read the text and then add the adverbials that best fits the start
of each paragraph.
Outside a show window
Everywhere In the heart of the city Below the
glittering streetlights Nearby
__________________, was a busy street filled with Saturday shoppers, it was a
bleak and biter day as a cold wind blew through the streets, but many
undeterred shoppers still braved the severe weather. It was close to Christmas
and many of them needed to buy gifts for family and friends.
__________________, a sea of colourful, woollen hats paraded as the people
wearing them went from shop to shop searching for a bargain.
_______________________, a man stood peering through the glass at the
dazzling jewellery in display. Should be buy the silver broach his wife wanted?
It was on special offer so he decided to enter the building.
___________________, a child stood gazing at the toys in a toy shop. He
beckoned to his mum to take him inside and reluctantly she gave into his
request. With a smile on his face, he ran ahead to see what wonders he could
choose for his Christmas present.
___________, the sound of familiar singing filled the air. A choir stood in the
centre of the street performing a range of Christmas carols to cheer up the cold
shoppers.

TASK

3; ADVERBIALS OF NUMBER

Adverbials and adverb phrases can also be use to sequence
events- they tell the reader what order something happened in.
Please read the text below and decide which adverb of number
would be the best to link the paragraphs together.
Next Finally Firstly Secondly
After a busy day in the kitchen, the chef had lots to do before he
could go home and rest. ____________, he must ensure that all the
dishes from the evening service were cleaned. ______________,
he needed to check the stock her had available and see if he
needed to buy any more. He did this by checking the menu for the
next day and then looking in the story cupboard.
________________, he needed to clean all of the surfaces
(ensuring that they were all free from germs) and sweep the floor.
______________, he could leave to go home and rest. As he was
leaving, he must ensure all the doors were locked and out the alarm
on o help protect the restaurant.

WALT: WRITE A CHARACTER DESCRIPTION.
Writing a character description can be very tricky, How much information do
you need to share?
You would like this character to carry your whole story and entice your
reader to keep reading, when introducing your fantasy animal as your
main character the description of your animals appearance will be
exciting and intriguing for the reader to read about.
You have already completed the hard work by completing the plan on
Mondays task-today you must write out your description in at least three
descriptive paragraphs.
Safe: I can include similes, metaphors and Adverbials of time or place
in my description
Stretch: I can include similes, metaphors ,Adverbials of time ,place
and number in my description . I can also include some parenthesis
in my description.
Super stretch: I can include similes, metaphors ,Adverbials of time
,place and number in my description . I can also include
parenthesis in my description and relative clauses.
Your plan now needs to be written as story starter, read my example to
get an idea and then sit down for at least 40 minutes to write down your
paragraphs. Remember this is not a full story; imagine that it is the first
chapter.

EXAMPLE:
The trees painfully rustled as they were being forced aside by the
unknown. A dark brown hoof slipped through and broke the branch
beneath it. Crack. Soon, three more hoofs followed in the same manner,
the air was sombre. The lengthy legs attached to the thick dark brown
hooves were as long as a staircase to heaven. Knobbly knees gained
balance as this unknown creature stood tall. As I looked up; I saw the
belly of this beast. Rough grey thick skin, which looked like it was
hundreds of years old, wrapped itself round this gigantic creature.
Everywhere, around this creatures body was a magnitude of mystery.
Finally my eyes clapped onto the creatures magnificent head. A tall trunk
was protected by strong tusks that looked as though they could break
through an iron wall. Most peculiar to the beast were its ears.
Symmetrically placed on the giants head, two winged shaped butterfly
wings were in position of its ears. Given the size of the beast, the
delicacy of the ears was rather odd. Purple, blue, red, the colours of the
rainbow glistening in the sky, reflected from these winged wonders . The
sky was still as the Belephaffe gazed towards the tallest tree ahead. Its
eyes looked shy, almost scared of the vast greenery ahead of it. I
stumbled upon this magnificent creature in a magical, enchanting forest.
With wings as powerful as an eagles and eyes as dark as the night, I
watched it swoop effortlessly between the tall trees using its dainty
butterfly ears, soaring high and low amongst the treetops. With
marble eyes it could spot the greenest tree tops from a distance with
ease. The Belephaffe had a tail like a slithering snake which swished
side to side as he danced through the night sky.

WALT: WRITE OUR CREATIVE STORY STARTER
1) UP LEVEL YOUR STORY STARTER :













Look at your first draft: against this toolkit underline in green what
you have done correctly and then in red what you need to add in.
Read it to an adult when you are finished and ask for 3 points of
feedback; two things you have done well, and one more writing
target you can improve on.
 Toolkit:
Have I included a range of descriptive sentences describing my
creatures body in detail through the use of similes and
metaphors.
Have I included a description of the creatures 5 senses.
Have I included a description of the creatures habitat or setting.
Have I included a scientific link in my description of my animal.
Are there adverbial phrases of time place or number linking my
paragraphs.
Are there any high level punctuation marks to help create sub
clauses and complex sentences. (),;:Have I included relative clauses or pronouns when describing my
creature.

2) WRITE YOUR FINAL STORY STARTER
WALT: WRITE OUR CREATIVE STORY STARTER.
Today you will carry out a big write at home, and
write your story starter in full.
 Please give yourself access to a dictionary/
thesaurus if you have one. Give yourself at least 60
minutes to write your final story starter.


